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Why Choose Finesse?  
We care…
Above everything else, we care. From initial discussions to following up with 
customer support, every member of the Finesse team takes great pride in their 
work and wants to deliver results that the customer can be proud of. 

Our legacy and achievements are defined by the quality of our work and the 
satisfaction of our customers and the fact that everyone from our management 
team to our manufacturers is housed under one roof allows us to ensure that 
a family approach is more than just a marketing term. Every project that we 
undertake is relationship-driven, as the requirements and desires of the customer 
are complemented by the knowledge and expertise of our staff. 

...about you.
As a family business, the one way in which Finesse Windows can truly stand 
out from the crowd is through our people. The nature of our entire service, 
which incorporates the entire process from design and manufacturing through 
to installation and aftercare, means that having the right experts in the right 
areas of the chain is paramount, so that is exactly what we do!

We care about  
your home  
 
With hundreds of years of experience 
between them, our team has the 
knowledge and past achievements to 
ensure that every project meets and 
exceeds the requirements of 
our customers.

As you can tell, we are immensely proud 
of our team and the work that they do. 

The Finesse Windows philosophy is 
shared between every single individual, 
allowing us to deliver outstanding results 
through experience, knowledge  
and teamwork.

Russell & Ellie
Joint Owners of Finesse
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About your security, comfort and style…
It goes without saying that we want all of our projects to look incredible and this is achieved by using the finest 
materials and the latest manufacturing techniques to bring a vision to life. However, we consider products that are 
aesthetically inspiring to come as standard, and place just as much of a focus on what goes on behind the scenes 
in everything that we deliver.

Unlike some companies, we have the opportunity to guarantee this quality too, thanks to our approach that 
encompasses the full installation process, from design all the way through to installation and aftercare.

(Internal View)
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High security 
hinges anchored into 
steel reinforcing

UPVC panels with 
MDF reinforcing

Internally glazed, toughened 
sealed units with Argon gas 
filled cavities

Full steel & aluminium 
reinforced structure

Mul-T-Lock Cylinders 
- Anti Snap 
- Anti Drill 
- Bump Resistant

Multipoint locking  
mechanism secured by 
design specification



Choose Your Design
 
Choose from 6 standard designs or invent your own. Our Elegance door designs have been carefully collated to 
reflect traditional door styles that have been prevalent in English homes for the last 100 years. The Elegance door range 
brings together classic design with modern materials and up-to-date technology to provide superior build quality without 
compromising on aesthetics. 
 
The beauty of our Elegance door system is that we can adapt our manufacturing process to suit your requirements. If you 
have a door design in mind that is not shown here we would be delighted to work with you to design something that is 
unique to your home.

STYLE A  
1 Midrail - 1 Transom

STYLE D  
1 Midrail - 3 Transom

STYLE B  
1 Midrail - 2 Transom

STYLE E  
1 Midrail - 3 Transom

STYLE C  
1 Midrail - 3 Transom

STYLE F  
1 Midrail - 2 Transom
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Diamond Bevel - No Colour

Choose Your Glass Design

DBNC1 DBNC2 DBNC3 DBNC4 DBNC5

Diamond Bevel - With Any Colour

DBAC1 DBAC2 DBAC3 DBAC4 DBAC5

Curved Bevel - No Colour

CBNC1 CBNC2 CBNC3 CBNC4 CBNC5

Curved Bevel - With Any Colour

CBAC1 CBAC2 CBAC3 CBAC4 CBAC5

The flexibility of our Elegance Door range enables us to create just about any Glass 
design. We also offer Georgian & Astragal Bar Options.
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WHITE

WHITE FOIL

DARK GREEN

IRISH OAK

ROSEWOOD

BLUE

BLACK / BROWN

GOLDEN OAK

RED

CREAM

CHARTWELL GREEN

ANTHRACITE GREY

Choose Your Colour
Your Elegance door can be tailored to reflect your individual style. If traditional white isn’t your preference we can add 
any of the 11 colours shown below to the frame or the sash or even to both. Our Elegance range is so configurable 
that you can mix & match and have one colour inside and a completely different colour outside. 
The Irish Oak, Rosewood and Golden Oak options feature a realistic woodgrain pattern whereas the other colour 
options feature a consistent flat colour.
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Knockers

Handles

Hardware Finish Colours

White Hardex Gold Hardex Chrome Black Hardex Graphite Antique Black
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Choose Your Hardware

Letter Plates Numerals & Letters

Standard Lever/Pad

Standard Urn - With or Without spy Horsetail Contemporary

Standard Lever/Lever Swan Neck Lever/Lever



Standard UPVC Threshold

Low Aluminium Threshold

Choose Your Threshold
The type of threshold you choose is very important as your choice will affect the way in which your door performs. 
A low threshold offers a minimal step-over which is excellent from an accessibility point of view - whereas a UPVC 
threshold is unbeatable at protecting you from water ingress and draughts. 
Our designers carry samples of each type to demonstrate the difference between your threshold options. By carefully 
configuring your door in this respect you can ensure that your door operates perfectly for you and will suit your lifestyle.   
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DOOR COLLECTION

Tel: 0121 451 3724
www.finesse-windows.co.uk

Finesse Windows Ltd
39 Melchett Rd, Kings Norton Business Centre

Birmingham, B30 3HP


